State Science Fair held

Dean Pietro Belluschi of the MIT School of Architecture and Planning has been named to aid in planning a 3500-are Mountain community at Santa Monica Mountain property in Los Angeles, Calif.

His appointment to the unprecedented national advisory committee which will assist Sunset International Petroleum Corporation of Los Angeles was announced by Morton A. Stering, President of Sunset.

The property to be developed is part of the steep, rocky and wild Mountain Park area of Los Angeles, that has hitherto been considered undevelopable.

Dean Belluschi commented, "The planning approach being developed for this project will eliminate much of the guesswork, preserve the intangible assets, and produce a unique rationale for a new type of community in an area where previous standards have not been solidified."

The Dean explained that ideas will be drawn "from the best of the older European city concepts built on hillside land." These ideas will be incorporated into new architecture and construction.

"The planning advisory committee undoubtedly is the largest effort ever made to probe the implications of developing an urban area and retaining the natural beauty and resources," according to Mr. Stering.
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Belluschi to plan hillside village

Awards Convocation recognizes students' outstanding contributions
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upon John M. Mauze '66, a major in electrical engineering. This award provides a stipend covering tuition for the senior undergraduate year and the first year of graduate school.

The award is given in recognition of demonstrated high character, actions on behalf of the welfare of colleagues, and potential aspects of engineering in business or industry.

Freshmen Award

The Tau Beta Pi Outstanding Freshman Award was presented by Richard J. Karash, for "distingushed scholarship, integrity, breadth of interests, adaptability, and a high standard of unselfish activity in the community at large."

The Baton Society Awards

The Baton Society Awards, given for outstanding contribution to music at MIT were presented to Richard J. Depuis '65, Richard N. Gray '65, Brian R. Hansen '65, Paul W. Kasanower '65, William F. Pavius, Jr. '65, and Goeld A. Zaritzky '65.

The Clifford Award

William R. Brody '65, Stockton, Calif., who received the Scott Award last year, won the Clifford Award as "outstanding athlete of the year." This year he was captain of the swimming team and president of the Athletic Association.

Athletic awards

The Eastern College Athletic Conference Moriarty Medal, given to a senior on the basis of athletic and scholastic achievement, was awarded to James L. Larson '62 and the Coaches Award for an outstanding senior athlete with qualities of humility, leadership and high scholarship was given to Robert R. Grady, captain of the basketball team.

Gold and silver medals were presented to those who excelled in athletic administration. Recipients of the Gold Medals were William R. Brody '65, Ronald J. Mandle '65, Fred E. Sokol '65, William D. Currier '65, Richard E. Lour '65, George D. Jones '65, and Thomas P. Sheahan '65. Silver Medals were awarded to Frederick Stoddard '66, Richard D. Minnick '66, James G. Jerrell '67, Casabian P. Lovack '65, Herbert M. Trachtenberg '66, and Michael V. Graham '66.

Other awards

Other awards include the Managers of the year Award to Barry L. Gerken, the Quadrangle Club Award to two freshmen, the Freshmen athletes, John C. McFarren and Norman F. Hambidge.

Beta Theta Pi fraternity received the Beaver Key Trophy and the T-Chip Trophy for participation and excellence of athletic performance, respectively, in intercollegiate athletics.

McCormack chosen for Eastern Board

Major General James McCormack, USAR (Retired), Vice President and a member of the Corporation of MIT, has been nominated to fill one of two vacancies on the Board of Directors of Eastern Air Lines.

The other nominee was Theodore R. Gamble, President of the Pet Milk Company of St. Louis, Missouri.

McCormack has been Vice-President since 1927, and participates in the formulation and execution of Institute policy. In addition, he supervises MIT's two largest laboratories, if by the MIT committees and will feature professors from local universities.

Kresge teach-in set for Saturday

Escalation of the war in Viet Nam and intervention of United States troops in the Dominican Republic will be the topics of a "teach-in" to be held at Kresge this Saturday from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

A broadcast of the debate between Professor George Kahin and Presidential Assistant McGeorge Bundy, to be held simultaneously at a national teach-in in Washington, will be featured at 2:00 p.m.

The Kresge meeting is being sponsored by the "Committee to Oppose War in Viet Nam," a group composed principally of MIT graduate students and faculty. This organization is one of a number of local academic organizations that have been sponsoring teach-ins at such schools as Harvard and Boston University.

WGBH will broadcast the Saturday meeting in its entirety.

The meeting is being held in the Dominican Republic is being sponsored by the MIT committees and will feature professors from local universities.
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